Specification Guidelines							EE472

Note, these are only guidelines and ideas of what might be included in your spec.  They do include many of the things that you need to think about when putting a system spec together.
Specification
1.0 	System Description
	Gives an overview and functional description of the system 
	Written from a client’s point of view

2.0 		Specification of External Environment
Gives a characterization of the environment in which the system must work
Identify any limitations, restrictions, or constraints
Size
Weight
Temperature
Etc.

3.0 		System Input and Output Specification
3.1 		System Inputs
High level characterization of system inputs, for example
The system must accept commands from a PC, sense liquid level and ….

More detailed specification of each
The PC input must be a serial communication link using the RS232 protocol…..

3.2		System Outputs
High level characterization of system output, for example
The system must control the speed of the robot motor….

More detailed specification of each
The motor control output will be a PWM (pulse width modulated signal) that will control the speed from 0.5 cm/sec to 50 cm/sec…..
	
4.0 		User Interface
Specification of the user interface to the system if appropriate.  

This might include sample display screens or high level specification of a command language that is to be specifically designed

5.0		System Functional Specification
Functional description of what the system is to do internally, for example
The system must fill bottles of varying sizes then cap and affix a use by date…..

More detailed specification of each internal function, for example
Fill time is calculated from the bottle size entered by the user and the liquid flow rate…..

	6.0		Operating Specifications
	
	Description of operating characteristics of the systems, such as a required sequence 	in which internal operations must take place,
	The robot must first seek the home position then…
	specification of system accuracies, 
	The PWM signal shall be a 15VDC signal with period…
	or restrictions on operating region.
	The robot acceleration shall not exceed 10cm/sec2 …
	
7.0 		Reliability and Safety Specification
	
	Describes and specifies reliability (e.g. MTBF, mean time before failure goals), or 	safety standards that must be met, e.g. UL, CSA, ISO,
	


